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� JEE Main 2018 will be
conducted in two papers -
Paper-1 (B. E./B.Tech) and
Paper-2 (B. Arch./B.
Planning.)

� Aspirants can opt for either
Paper-1 (B. E./B. Tech.) or
Paper-2 (B. Arch./B.
Planning.), or for both the
papers as per the programmes
they want to take admission in.

� Concepts are back bone for problem
solving. Basic concepts have to be
thoroughly revised. Intermediate text
books can be used for this purpose. 

� Physics involves both conceptual
understanding as well as application.
Therefore students should focus on
problem solving through appropriate
practice.

� Foundation of physics rests on topics
such as Newton’s Laws, Work Power
Energy etc. These subjects cannot be
ignored at any cost.

� In addition, it is easy to learn topics
such as Waves, Modern Physics,
Gravitation, Heat, Surface Tension,
Electricity, A C Circuits etc. About

40% questions can be answered by
mastering these topics.

� There are certain topics which are
there in JEE Main but not in JEE
Advanced such as Semiconductors,
Logic gates, Polarisation, Diffraction,
Damped Oscillations, Second Law of
Thermodynamics etc,. These should
not be neglected because definite
questions come from these topics.

� JEE Main questions will not be tough,
but they have to be read carefully and
understood. Wherever required neat
diagrammatic representation will help.

� After every test error analysis has to
done and if questions could not be
answered because of lack of concepts,
revision of those concepts has to be
done.

� Ideally about 60 min time should be
spent in the examination hall on the
physics paper. 

� Keep a note on misconceptions also
during the preparation. In physics
knowing the misconceptions is also
equally important.

� Units play a critical role. Check the
units properly while solving the
numericals.

� There are approximately 5 more
months left for the examination.
However students have their Board
exam (both theory and practicals)
coming up during this tenure. That
leaves the students effectively with just
about 3 months of preparation.
Therefore every minute from now is
valuable and students have to make
best out of it.

� The students who are seriously
aspiring for JEE Main and scoring
more than 150 in their practice tests
should continue to prepare for JEE
upto middle of January and then shift
to Intermediate preparation. These 70
days are very crucial. Time available
should be split in the ratio of 2:2:3
among the subjects of Maths, Physics
and Chemistry giving 3 parts to the
subject which you find is most
difficult. 

� Practise is an essential component of
examination like JEE. So after
thorough revision of concepts, students
should solve few questions on every
model.  Solving questions from
Previous years question papers is a
good practice. Students should also
solve questions from previous year
JEE Advanced single option correct
questions and work on the
corresponding concepts.

� Giving mock tests is very important.
Atleast 10 practise tests in the pattern
of JEE should be given before the final
examination. . After every test, error
analysis has to done to identify the
source of the error. If the error is
because of faulty understanding of
concepts then concepts have to be
revised. Calculation error means
insufficient practice.

� JEE Main is a pattern based test. We
can expect a rough skeleton of where
questions can be asked from. See the
chart for weightage given to each topic
which is indicative. You can observe
questions are covered from every
topic. Therefore while planning for
revision, please plan to cover all
topics. 

� Revision for second year topics can go
hand in hand with Intermediate Exam
preparation because the syllabus is
common. So while revising the second
year portion, if one can parallel finish
off the Intermediate portion then some
time can be spared to JEE preparation
till mid-February.

JEE Main is the selection test for all NITs, IIITs and GFTIs. It is also the
first stage entrance exam for admissions to the prestigious Indian Institutes
of Technology (IITs). More than 12 lakh candidates are expected to appear
for this exam. There will be atleast about 4 lakh serious aspirants for this
exam who toil for atleast two years preparing for this examination
competing for about 20,000 engineering seats. This makes the exam highly
competitive.
CBSE conducts Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) Main every year on
April first Sunday(offline mode). This season the offline mode is going to
be held on April 8th while the computer based online exam on April 14th-
April 15th.  The application filling process would be in   December. The JEE
Main Paper 2 which is conducted for B. Arch and B. Planning will be held
in offline mode only on April 8, 2018. The notification is expected to come
on December 1 2018. 

UNIT & NO OF TOTAL 

TOPIC NAME Q MARKS

Physics 30 120

Electrodynamics 6 24

Alternating Current 1 4

Capacitance 1 4

Current Electricity 1 4

Electro Magnetic Field 2 8

Electrostatics 1 4

Heat & Thermodynamics 3 12

KTG & Thermodynamics 3 12

Mechanics 7 28

Error in Measurement 2 8

Gravitation 1 4

Rigid Body Dynamics 2 8

Work, Power & Energy 2 8

Modern Physics 8 32

Electromagnetic waves & 

communication 2 8

Modern Physics 2 8

Semiconductors 4 16

Optics 3 12

Geometrical Optics & 

Physical Optics 2 8

Wave Optics 1 4

SHM & Waves 3 12

SHM 1 4

Sound Waves 1 4

String Wave 1 4

Grand Total 30 120

EXAM PATTERNREVISION PLAN

� JEE Main 2017 paper 1 will have questions from
Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics.

PHYSICS - 30-4 (with “-1” mark for wrong
answer)

CHEMISTRY - 30-4 (with “-1” mark for wrong
answer)

MATHEMATICS - 30-4 (with “-1” mark for
wrong answer)

TOTAL - 90 360
� Type of questions: Paper 1 will have objective

type questions where candidates have to choose
1 correct answer out of the four options.

Marking scheme:
� 4 marks will be awarded for each correct

response
� 1/4th marks will be deducted for each incorrect

answer
� No marks will be deducted if a candidate has not

marked any answer option

PAPER 2:
� JEE Main 2017 paper 2 will have questions from

Mathematics (part 1), Aptitude Test (Part 2) and
Drawing Test (Part 3).

JEE MAIN 2017 PAPER 1

S. Seshagiri Rao
Physics Senior Faculty

Nano IIT Academy

Hyderabad

PHYSICS



� Chemistry is considered to be scoring
as more number of questions can be
answered in less time

� Also, JEE Main questions in chemistry
are not very tough and are based on
Intermediate syllabus.

� Normally, equal number of questions
come from the three areas of chemistry
- Organic, Inorganic and Physical. It is
therefore important to focus on all
three years. Fundamentals such as
Chemical bonding, Periodic table,
Stoichiometry, Nomenclature and
reaction mechanisms have to be
mastered.

� In every chapter basic concepts have to
be revised thoroughly. Class notes can
be used for this purpose or you can
refer to the Intermediate Text books.

� After studying the relevant topics try to
recollect the topics like a scrolling on
TV. Whenever the scrolling stops, refer
to the text book and make up for any
gaps.

� Practice enhances memory. So don’t
ignore doing objective questions even
in theory based areas like Inorganic
chemistry.

� Physical Chemistry contains more of
numerical questions. Hence it requires
lot of practice in addition to
understanding concepts.

� In Physical Chemistry, certain easy
chapters such as surface chemistry,
solutions, chemical kinetics, nuclear
chemistry and gaseous state should be
focused first. Other chapters in
Physical Chemistry can be learnt up to
intermediate levelin case you find them
tough.

� Some students find organic chemistry
tough. If you want to do well in
organic chemistry first be thorough
with reaction mechanisms. After
mastering General Organic Chemistry
other chapters can be learnt. It will
come easy.

� Inorganic Chemistry is very easy to
learn but students find it difficult to
remember. It is not at all difficult to
remember Inorganic Chemistry
provided sufficient time and attention
is paid to it. Don’t postpone doing

Inorganic chemistry in the last minute
which will mount pressure. Stick to
limited syllabus and master it
thoroughly. You can base you
preparation on Intermediate text book
alone for Inorganic Chemistry. Make
point wise synopsis during your
preparation which can be used for
revision two to three days before the
exam. Revision is most important for
inorganic. You should revise every area
of Organic and Inorganic Chemistry
atleast 4-5 times.
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UNIT & NO OF TOTAL 

TOPIC NAME Q MARKS

Chemistry 30 120
Inorganic Chemistry-I 6 24
Chemical Bonding 2 8
Hydrogen & Its Compounds 1 4
p-block 1 4
Periodic Table & 
Periodicity in Properties 1 4
s-block 1 4
Inorganic Chemistry-II 6 24
Coordination Compounds 2 8
d-block & f-block Elements 2 8
Metallurgy 1 4
Qualitative Analysis 1 4
Organic Chemistry-I 2 8
General Organic 
Chemistry- II 2 8
Organic Chemistry-II 8 32
biomolecules 1 4
Carbohydrates, 
Amino Acids and Polymers 1 4
Environmental Chemistry 1 4
Hydrocarbon
(Alkane, Alkene & Alkyne) 3 12
Practical Organic Chemistry 2 8
Physical Chemistry-I 4 16
Atomic Structure & 
Nuclear Chemistry 1 4
Chemical Equilibrium 1 4
Gaseous State 1 4
Thermodynamics and 
Thermochemistry 1 4
Physical Chemistry-II 4 16
Chemical Kinetics 1 4
Solution & 
Colligative Properties 1 4
Surface Chemistry 2 8
Grand Total 30 120

� Jee Main Maths paper is all about time
management. Ideally a student should
take about 70-75 minutes for maths
paper. 

� Even during practice student should try
to solve atleast 20-22 questions every
hour. Time required for solving a
question reduces with your practice.
More you practice, quicker you can
solve. All one has to be thorough with
all standard formulae and results.
Don’t read solutions but solve on your
own. If you don’t get a question revise
the concerned topic and try the
solution once again. If you still are
unable to solve just take a hint than
solving the entire question. 

� While solving question try to be smart.
Whatever things you can do to speed
up the calculations, do that. While try
to speed also focus on accuracy.
Optimum balance has to be maintained
between speed and accuracy. 

� There are few topics in which
questions can be done quickly like
Limits, Continuity, Vectors, 3D,
Matrices etc. These questions should
not be missed. Don’t stick with lengthy
questions. Postpone them to the end. 

� Questions in Maths can be solved in
numerous ways. Learn all of them and
know the methods which give the
answer in least possible time.

� Previous year questions should be
solved in every chapter. Yet times there
are questions which get repeated.

� While preparation start revising the
chapters whose relevance is felt in
most other topics like Quadratic
Equations, Progressions, Trigonometry,
Straight lines,  Determinants,
Differentiation. These topics should
never be ignored.

� There are few concepts from which
questions are asked very frequently
like Coplanarity of Vectors, Triple
Products, Lines in 3D, Indeterminate
forms, Improper limits, Area, Tangents,
Monotonicity and Newton-Leibnitz
rule.

� Few questions involving multiple
concepts are asked. Such questions
determine the top ranks. So questions
involving multiple concepts are to be
practiced if you are targeting at good
ranks.

� Statistics, Mathematical reasoning,
progressions, quadratic equations,
require less preparation time and will
surely fetch you questions. These areas
should not be ignored.

� Questions yet time look twisted but

will be straight forward, so don’t skip a
question in first glance. Read the
question thoroughly before deciding to
skip a question.

� Confidence matters a lot, reach the
exam hall with full of energy,
confidence and positive mind. Don’t
loose heart if the paper is tough. If it is
tough, it will be tough for every body
and only relative marks matter not the
absolute ones. So, always be in a
positive mind frame both during the
preparation and during the
examination. All the best.

UNIT & NO OF TOTAL 

TOPIC NAME Q MARKS

Mathematics 30 120
Algebra 1 4
Vector 1 4
Binomial Theorem 1 4
Binomial Theorem 1 4
Complex Numbers 1 4
Complex Numbers 1 4
Coordinate Geometry 5 20
Circle 2 8
Hyperbola 1 4
Parabola 1 4
Straight line 1 4
Co-ordinate Geometry (3-D) 2 8
Co-ordinate Geometry (3-D) 2 8
Differential Calculus 5 20
Application of Derivatives 1 4
Functions 1 4
Limit, Continuity & 
Differentiability 1 4
Methods of Differentiation 1 4
Tangent & Normal 1 4
Integral Calculus 4 16
area under curve 1 4
Definite integration 1 4
Differential equation 1 4
indefinite integration 1 4
Mathematical Reasoning 1 4
Mathematical Reasoning 1 4
Matrix & Determinants 2 8
Matrices & Determinants 2 8
Permutation & Combination 1 4
Permutation & Combination 1 4
Probability 1 4
Probability 1 4
Quadratic Equation 1 4
Quadratic Equation 1 4
Sequence & Series 2 8
Sequence & Series 2 8
Statistics 1 4
Statistics 1 4
Trigonometry 2 8
Trigo. Ratio & identities 1 4
Trigonometric Equation 1 4
Grand Total 30 120

K. Krishna Chaitanya
Director

Nano IIT Academy
Hyderabad

9000 007 761

K. Prabhakara Rao
Chemistry Senior

Faculty
Nano IIT Academy

Hyderabad

MATHS

CHEMISTRY
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54.          .

   
1)     

)       
2)                          

)      
3)              

)    
4)                            

)   
1) 1- 2- 3- 4-
2) 1- 2- 3- 4-
3) 1- 2- 3- 4-                     
4) 1- 2- 3- 4- 

55.     ?
1)     -   
2)      -    
3)     -   
4)       -    

56.         ?
1)            2)   
3)    4)    

57.          
  ?
1)  2)  3)  3)    

58.          ?
1)  2)   
3)   4)   

59.          ? 
1)   -   
2)   -    
3)    -    
4)   -       

60.        ?
1)   2)   
3)    4)  

61.          
   ?
1) 1958 2) 1961 3) 1968 4)1971 

62.           
      ?
1)   2)    
3)   4)    

63.       ?
1)   2)  3)  4)   

64.        ?
1)          
2)          
 
3)       
4) ,    

65.   ?
1)  2)  3)  4)  

66.          
  ?
1)  2)  3)  4)  

67.        ?
1)    -1 2)    
3)   4)    

68.       ?
1)  2)  3)  4)    

69.     ,     
?
A)       
B)     
C)    
D)      
E)    
1) BDCAE 2) BEADC 
3) CBADE 4) ABCDE 

70.            
? 
1)  -         
2)         
3)         
4)      

71.           ? 
1)         
2)      3)     
4)          

72. 1925        
 ? 
1)            2)     
3)       4)     

73.           
         
    ? 
1) 1929,   31  2) 1930,   26  
3)  1945,  15  4)  1950,   26  

74.        ‘ ’   
     ? 
1)   21   2)   1     
3)   2   4)   72 

75.        , 
        ? 
1)    2)     

3)     4)      
76.               

     ,     
‘   ’      ?  
1)      2)       
3)     4)     

77.           
  ? 
1)    2)   3)   4)    

78. 2017         
         ? 
1)        2)     
   3)          
4)              

79.            ‘
 ’     ? 
1)      2)     
3)      4)      

80. ‘ -2017’     
   ? 
1)  -      2)  -     
3)  -       4)  -    

81.          
  ?  
1)    -      
2)     -      
3)  -    
4)    -   

82.             -
39            
      ?
1)     2)      
3)     4)      

83.         
      (- )  
       
 ? 
1)       2)     
3)       
4)       

84.   . 5     ? 
1)    2)     
3)     4)    

85.          
          ? 
1) 46,580  2) 46,400  3) 46,531   4) 45,362  

86.        ? 
1)      2)     
3)     4)   

87. - (T-PRIDE)       . 
1)           
        
2)          
         
3)           
          
4)          
       

88.        ? 
1)  2   2)  5 3)  5 4)  22 

89.  20   . 400    
         ? 
1)      2)    
3)     4)     

‘  ’   ?
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54-1,

55-3,

56-4,

57-3,

58-4,

59-3,

60-4,

61-2,

62-1,

63-2,

64-4,

65-1,

66-3,

67-4,

68-2,

69-2,

70-4,

71-1,

72-3,

73-2,

74-1,

75-3,

76-1,

77-2,

78-4,

79-4,

80-3,

81-2,

82-1,

83-3,

84-2,

85-3,

86-2,

87-4,

88-2,

89-3.

A N S W E R S

 
 
 




         -  ,
-   ,    -   
          
  ,           
    .     
     . 
1.          

? (3)
1)    2)    
3)     4)  

2.             
     ?  (4)
1)    2)   
3) ,      4)    

3.       ,    
      ?  (4)
1)          
2)             
3)              
4)          

4.      ,   ? (4)
1)       ,   
2)        
3)          
4)             

5.        ? (3)
1)           
2)         
3)       
4)        

6.   ‘       ’
 ? (3)
1)       2)    
3)                    4)  

7. ,    ,    
?  (3)
1)           
2)          
3)         
4)      

8.      ?  (4)

1)  ,       
  
2)            
   
3)      -        
4)      ,    , 
      

             
 .         
     ,     
  .         
   ,        . 
          
            . 

     
1.       ‘  ’    

? 
1)     2)   
3)   4)   

2.   (1882)     
?  
1)      
2)      
3)         
 
4)  

3.             
         ?
1)    -1964-66 
2)      - 1984 
3)      - 1952-53 
4)     - 1986 

4.      ,     
  ?
1)      
2)    -1968 
3)               4)    

5.     -1968      
  ?
1)    2)    
3)           4)     

6.             
  ?  
1)  - -    
2 -     
3)  -    
4)    -    

7.    ‘    ’   
   ?  
1)   2)   
3)   4) -  

8.         ? 
1) 6  2) 8  3) 10  4) 12 

9.       .  
1)   -      
2)   -    
3)    -   
4)  -       

10.         ?  
1) -  2)   
3)   4)   

11.      ?
1) 8  2) 10  3) 12  4) 6 

12.   ?  
1)         
2)          
3)    4)  

13.            
      ?
1)    2)    
3)    4)     

14.       +    +  
      ?  
1)    2)    
3)    4)    

15.  -1929     ?  
1)       
2)       
3) -     
4)      

16.       -1952-53       
?  
1)    2)    3)   4)   

17.    -1944    ? 
1)    2)    
3)   4)     

18.         ?  
1) 1951 2) 1953 3) 1955 4) 1952 

19.    .  
1.             a.  -86
2.              

b.      -1952-53 
3.       

c.      - 1964-66 
1) 1-b, 2-c,  3-a        2) 1-c , 2- a, 3- b
3) 1- c, , 2- b,3-a      4) 1-a , 2- b, 3- c

20.    ‘   ’   
         ?

1)    2)    
3)    4)   

21. 5+3+4+3          ? 
1)    2)   
3)    4)    

22.     ?
1)  -    
2)     - 
  
3) 10+2+3 -     
4)     -   

23. operation Black Board-      
   ?  
1)  - 68 2)  -92 
3)  - 86     4)    -1977

24.       ‘  
’    ?  
1)      2)    
3)     4)   

25.           
? 
1)    2)    
3)     4)    

26.          ?  
1)   2)   
3)   4)    

27. ‘National Education - National Devolop-
ment’        ?
1)  -86 2)    
3)      4)  - 68
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